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L MoTIVATION FOR CHANGE 

Lawyers today are facing increased pressure. The reasons are twofold: 

111 Competition within the professìon 
The supply of new lawyers exceeds current demand. The year ending 
July 31st 1992 England and Wales saw the emergence of 4,464 newly 
qualified solìcitors (Law Society Annual Statistica.l Survey). The United 
States produces 35000 new lawyers every year (American Bar Asso
ciation). 

• Client demand 
The recession has led to straitened budgets in corporate legai depart
ments [Tully 1992]. Private firms wanting corporate business have to 
accept more stringent scrutiny of working practice and a demand for 
transaction bìlling instead of time-billìng, i.e. billing for the task done, 
not for the time taken to accomplish it. This attitude is percolating 
through to private clients, who are increasingiy demanding headline 
prices that are directly comparable and choosing firms that offer more 
for their money through the provision of a better service and enhanced. 
lawyer-client relationships. 

Law firms thus feel the need to im.prove both quality and efficìency. 
Many see ìnformation technology as a means to this end - not only in 
back-office systems to increase the productivity of fee-earners but in high
profile systems to enhance the firm's image and facilitate marketing. They 
see IT as enabling them to off er customers new ìnformation services and 
feel that the provìsion of such senrices will give new business opportunities, 
and increase their competitiveness over rivai firms. 

Corporate business is not merely approving this attitude, but providing 
positive incentives by way of partnership agreements in which law firms 
and corporate client collaborate to mutual advantage in the d.evelopment of 
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new IT systems to reduce costs, improve quality and facilitate communi
cation. For example, the law finn might be provided with a database 
management system, while in retum they would be expected to acquire 
their own network and communication links so that the client could auto
matically access electronic case status reports without resort to persona! 
interaction with the lawyer. 

2. TooLs FOR CHANGE 

Innovation in litigation support requires the development of increasingly 
sophisticated tools often with disparate technical approaches. T ools currently 
ripe for exploitation include word-processing, document management, infor
mation retrievai data analysis and report generation, on-line transcription, 
networks and document standards. 

i) Word-processing 

Word processors for document production are now common, if not ubi
quitous, but do not always improve productivity, especially if workstations 
remain largely within the province of the secretary rather than the lawyer. 
In the United States the proportion of lawyers in large firms with worksta
tions at or near their desks is 61 % [Chicago Kent Survey], while in England 
it is only 10% [Robson Rhodes Survey]. It is interesting to compare these 
with the ratio of lawyers to secretaries: unchanged yet in England, but 
increased to 2 - 1 or even 3 - 1 in the United States. The electronic 
documents created by word-processing can form the basis of an in-house 
precedent system, ie a corporate database that is easily accessibled by ali 
lawyers with appropriate access permissions. This can only be achieved by: 

• Standardising storage systems, organising disc allocation and automa
tic archiving throughout the system network; 

• T aking document management and versioning out of users' hands 
and increasing security by using a single data entry point; 

• Promoting sharing of knowledge and specialist expertise. 

These goals can only be attained through a document management system. 

ii) Document management: storage 

Document management cannot only be used to preserve documents 
generated in-house, but to handle all documents associated with a case 
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including not only documents submitted as evidence but wìt:ness statements, 
supporting pleas, mitigations and legai arguments, i.e. everything Ìnvolved 
in case preparation and case management during trial. There are three maìn 
systems types: 

• Conventional database management system combined with manual 
indexing . 
Bere, skilled indexers assign to every document associated wìth a 
case a set of identifying tags or keywords using a controlled vocabulary 
designed for the case and us.ed within strict guidelines. Information 
fields may include: document number, date, author, title, recipient, 
names mentioned, key terms. Once this inf ormatìon has been entered 
in the database it can be used by anyone associated wìth the case to 
create document chronologies, .indìces, discovery lists and lists for 
trial bundles. The documents themselves are stored and retrieved ma
nually. Proponents of this type of litigation support include Graham 
J. H. Smith [Smith G.J.H.]. Other practitioners argue that this method 
does not guarantee exhausrive recali in a search process. 

• Imaging with DBMS and manual index.ing fields and index tenns that 
represenc a document an image of the document. The image i.s pro
duced by scanning the origina! document with a laser beam. The 
density of the scan (in dots per inch) determines the arnount of elec
tronic storage that the image will require. This can be considerable, 
for exarnple a sheet of A4 scanned ,1t 300 dpi might require 8 mega
bytes. This might be reduced to 20-30 kilobytes by using compression 
techniques such as TIFF (f agged Image Format File). Nevertheless an 
effective imaging system wìll need: 
• Mass storage, such as an optical disc, 
s A jukebox to give access to · rnt1ltiple user, and 
• A local or wide area network adeo uate for the density of traffic 

such a system wili generate. • · 
The cost Ìn capitai purchase and maintenance of this addition in hard
ware is considerable and is further augmented by high data input 
costs (currently 10 pence per page). With current technology imagìng 
Ì,; probably only word, considering in major cases with thousands of 
documents and dozens of issues. In such cases, producing bund1es for 
court by manually pulling from the document Iìbrary and subsequen
tly photocopyìng is an expensive and time-consuming procedure. 
Bruce Aho [Aho 1992] gives a manual rate of 79 documents per hour 
for a 100,000 page archive. Imaging, whereby an electronic copy of 
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the document is stored electronically, accelerates retrieving and printing 
to 230 documents per hour with a corresponding reduction in cost. 
Imaging also allows simultaneous direct access by many users and 
facilitates desktop browsing. However, an image is merely a picture 
and not amenable to direct manipulation or searching so that image 
systems must always be combined with manual indexing, or ìntelligent 
character recognition (IcR) giving full .text. 

111 Full text 
In full-text retrieval systems the entire content of the document ìs 
entered in the computer. Since most evidentìary documents do not 
exist in electronic form input can be expensive because the text must 
be re-typed or scanned using ICR. Both methods are expensive: re
typing with double entry checking currently costs approximately 80p 
per page while costs of ICR range from x 1 to i 3 per page depending 
on the complexity of document fonts and formatting. Neither method 
is satisfactory for hand-written documents, documents with significant 
marginai notes, or poor copies, e.g. fax. Detractors also claim that the 
uncontrolled vocabulary of such a system can only be fully exploited 
by an experienced, sophisticated (and, consequentiy, expensive) sear
cher. It is susceptible to mis-spelìing of crucial words or names, and 
the origjnal documents must still be available as they ma y be needed 
to form bundles for court. 

iii) Documeni management: search and retrieval 

While controversy may reign over the relative merits of manual indexing, 
full text and imaging, there is generai consensus that as search engines, 
computers are indisputably more effective than human beings. Not oniy 
do they never tìre or lose precisioe, they can handle complex searches 
involving many fìelds that are beyond human compass. Aho [ Aho 1992] 
reports a study involving 2000 documcnts by two New York firms in 
1991: a search that took paralcgals 20 hours, took the computer five minutes. 
In another experiment by Price Waterhouse with tbc same 2000 documents 
seeded by rcsearchers with twenty documents to match a search request, 
the computer search retrieved all relevant documents, the manual search 
only fifteen (75%). 

Nevertheless. while search and retrieval mav beone of the more effective 
users of compt~ting, the techniques currently practised are dared relying 
too heavily on specialist database query languages such as SQL for DBMS and 
Boolean searcb for traditional full text information retrieval. Thcse methods 
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are often alien to the way in which lawyers think and work. In addition 
they frequently return lengthy unordered lists of documents. The retrieval 
system can help the user by attempting to list the retrieved documents in 
order of relevance to query using: 

• T erm weighting in document representative (ie set of index terms 
associated with that document) and in the user query. Tue weights 
assigned to terms indicate the signìficance of the term relative to 
other terms in the document or query. Weights are assigned in the 
query to the user and in the document either manually by the docu
ment index or automatically by program [Maron 1977]. 

9 Document vectors: weighted or unweighted document representatives 
and queries are considered as vectors in a document space of dimen
sionality In, where In is the total number of index terms. The simila
rity between a query and a document is proportional to the cosine 
between the document and query vectors [Raghaven 1987]. 

• Query by example: the user indicates a known document and asks 
the the computer to find another document that resembles it. This 
method needs detailed vocabulary comparisons and may become more 
popular as parallel technology makcs multi-term search algorithms 
feasible for on-line work [Stanfill 1986]. 

iv) Data analysis and repmt generation 

Data anaiysis, of course, requires many of the techniques used in docu-
ment search and retrieval. Lawyers want to search the documents for facts 
and then sort and analyse the facts to establish relationships and correiations 
from which conclusions can be extracted. T raditional database management 
systems and report generators are obviously good tools, and can often be 
creatively combined with spreadsheets to allow the lawyer to change as
sumptions, anaìyse alternatives and present possibìe options for his clìent 
using devices such as graphs, bar and pie charts to present hìs case as 
clearly as possible. Here, presentation graphics, simulatìons, and anìmation 
may be of inestimable value. A well presented case can be conducive to a 
beneficial outcome. It may even persuade the other side to agree a favourable 
setdement before the case comes to court. 

v) On-lìne transcripts 

When a case comes to court electronic documentation generated during 
case preparation is invaluable to the judge. Judges need computers to help 
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them assimilate and analyse not only affidavits, witness sta:cements, suppor
ting pleas, mitì.gations and legal arguments, but also daily transcripts of 
court proceedings. Being able to access relevant passages and edit them into 
their own opinions greatly reduces the time and effort required to produce 
lucid judgements. Here is where full text searching comes into its own 
because the searcher usualiy has a recollection of what has been said and 
knows what terms to use in the search. For some time transcripts on disc 
bave been readily available from the court reporter but now, in some courts, 
these are being superseded (or should one say 'preceded') by on-line 
transcripts from systems such as Smith Bemal' s Livenote [Smith G. 1992]. 
With Livenote, a stenographer inputs the court proceedings verbatim into 
the computer. A corr..puter program translates the stenographer' s shorthand 
into English, and this appears on the Judge's monitor within a second or two 
of the words being spoken in court The Judge can mark, ar1notate and 
dassify key passages especially those pertinent to the generation of a final 
report and judgement. HHJ Fallon, the Officiai Referee in Bristol found that 
with the system he could take 160 pages of evidence a day - an increase of 
40 pages or 25% over cases when he made handwritten notes [Fallon 1992]. 

The Livenote system is still being improved: 

• To transfer Judge's notes made on the on-line or 'dirty' transcript to 
the edited or 'clean' version at the end of the day; 

"' T o incorporate images and ICR. 

In the United States systems simìlar to Livenote are being developed to 
integrate live video images with coded transcripts to allow instant playback 
of passages involving key issues. 

Obviously, on-line transcripts are available to anyone in court with a 
computer monitor and access to the system, bm to make full use of com
put~·s in court requires networking. , 

vi) Networks 

Currently networks are sad.ly under-exploited by the legal community. 
Locai networks in courts would encourage graphical presentation of evi
dence and pennit the sha1ing of document images instead of the time
consuming retrieval and cìrculation of curnbersome paper doçuments. With 
a synchronous locai network the Judge could have a contro! unit to show 
hìs own display and that of any other partìcipant to the whole court: for 
one possìb!e scenario, see Bundy's A Future for Courtro01n Technolog_y 
[Bundy 1991]. If linked to a wìde area network, lawyers in court could 
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also have access to the case database in their office and to remote electronic 
law libraries. This may enable a lawyer to counter rapidly an unexpected 
point made by the other side. 

As in court, so out of court; law offices are slow in awakening to the 
benefits of computer communications. Recently there has been a welcome 
trend towards local area networks within firms, particularly towards open 
systems such as Unix. But all too few seem to be aw;,,Je of the advantages 
of wide area networks even for electronìc mail, stili less of the potential of 
synchronous wide area networks for electronic conferencing, (i.e. to promote 
discussions between lawyers in remote locations) or to facilitate distributed 
document management systems [frenko 1991]. Even electronic document 
interchange (EDI) is rare although this could massively reduce typing and 
photocopying costs. 

Electronic document transmission gives: 

• Greater flexibility: the electronic form is easier to revise and saves re
typing costs; 

• More rapid delivery (100 pages/minute) to multiple recipients at low 
cost. 

Blame for the slow growth of EDI among lawyers is frequently la.id at 
the door of lack of security in computer systems, but a more potent cause 
ìs probably the absence of standards for formatting and security during 
transmission. 

vi) Standards 

Standards are necded in every aspect of legai work: for documents, for 
software and for hardware. In England the Official Referees Solicitors Asso
ciation (ORSA) with the active support of Infonnacion Technology and the 
Courts (!TAC) and the Society for Computers and Law are trying to devi.se 
data communìcation standards and technology protocols for data exchange, 
[ORSA]. Bue much work stili needs to be clone to realise compatible docu
ment management systems among law finns and courts. Softvrare and 
hardware vendors bave a vesced i.nterest in lockù1g firms into proprietary 
systems. Lawyers need open architectures and open platforms to promote 
better cornmunìcation and integration. 

Too often ìn the past applications have been devcloped independently 
by different offices with the law fìrm. Data was often regarded as an 
integra! part of the applicatìon so data needed by several applications was 
frequently restructured and even re--entered for each application. These 
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initial overheads were further increased by problems of maintaining and 
updating multiple versions. The applications themselves were frequently 
mounted on independent hardware platforms and implemented using 
incompatible software. Law firms became dependent on proprietary 
products dedicated to a single task and the resulting systems were inflexible, 
disparate and expensive increasing the isolation of workers in diff erent 
departments and dislocating working practices. 

All firms need an integrateci database, ideally held not in one location 
but distributed across severa! sites or nodes within the firm's network. 
Distributed databases guard against total system breakdown through failure 
at a single site. In addition, while only one master file should exist, system 
resilience can be enhanced by holding copies of significant inf ormation at 
other sites to ensure system continuity even when a node is n6t accessible 
through the network. The data must be structured so that it is suitable for 
use by any application but independent of all applications. This ensures 
that applications can communicate with one another to give a fully Ìnte
grated system that will not only increase individual productivity but 
promote team working. 

Applications should also be independent of mode of access: ie indepen
dent of the interface, pc or workstation used to deliver, There are already 
examples of the efficiency of such layered architecture. W orld Wide Web 
(www) is demonstrating that documents marked-up to conform with the 
WW\V standard HTML can be browsed using many front ends each with an 
appropriate interface: 

XÀ-'fosaic using Xll Motif 
Macintosh Browser 
Chello (for PC/windows) 

HTML (or the Hypertext Markup Language) is a Standardised General 
Markup Language (SGML) [ISO 86] Document Type Definition (DTD). It 
will support a six-level hierarchical structure for documents including lists, 
quotations and preformatted texts (ie text in which the composition of 
lines must not be changed). It wiiì also support links to other documents 
through the Uniform Resource Location (URL). URL is a draft standard for 
specifying the location of objelts or files in the Internet where a file reference 
has the form 

scheme / / host, domain [:port ]/ path/filename 

IITML is DTD designed to support www hypertext browsers: 1t 1s not 
comprehensive enough to be suitable for all purposes or cven for explicitly 
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describing the structure of a specific document. Nevertheless the speed 
with which it has been adopted by participants throughout the Internet 
community proves the power of generai SGML principles. Ali tags for 
structural or semantic components needed by any applicati.on can be added 
to a document. Specific applicatìons can then be implemented using all 
those tags marking components relevant to that applicati.on. 

vii) Know-how system 

The introduction of information standards is nowhere more overdue 
than in know-how systems. While many of these have been innovative and 
Ìntellectually rewarding, too many have also been idiosyncratic designed 
closed systems incapable of amendment or adjustment by the user. This is 
a reason why off-the-shelf expert systems have failed to grow in popularity. 
Many firms prefer to produce systems tailored to their own design and 
based upon materiai generated in-house. Many large firms now capture 
and save as a matter of course all workproduct. While there are no overt 
quality controls, professionalism should ensure that only adequate prece
dents are stored. This can be used simply as a data bank that other partners 
or paralegals with appropriate access rights can consult at will and on their 
own responsibility. Competent professionals should be at no greater risk 
of using inappropriate precedents than in a traditional paper-based system. 
With more active vetting and annotation from partners, captured workpro
duct can be used as the basis of a knowledge-base document assembly 
system. Neil Arresty defines tv✓o approaches to this: 

• Forms banking, where the finn builds an electronic library of prece
dents and clauses which have been tried and tested; 

~ Knowledge banking, where an Ìnteractive 'intelligent' front-end helps 
users to select from the forms banks clauses appropriate to their 
needs to form, perhaps with additions from the users, an original 
document. One such system is described in [Wilson 93]. 

The integration of different tasks within a single work bench can be 
most easily realised through an object-oriented dient-·server system and a 
graphical interface using menus selection and browsing paradigms. 

3. CoNCLUSION 

Without open systems and standards, many exc1tmg possibilities are 
unlikely to come to fruition. Both are needed to integrate successfully the 
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disparate tasks that fall under the heading of litigation support: document 
drafting, researching case specific documents and evidence, giving and 
receiving case specific advice and instruction and consultation with coUea
gues. To improve document research productivity, refinement is needed in 
tools for the imelligent character recognition of scanned documents and for 
the a.nalysis of full text to improve the automatic production by computer 
of indices to documents. Recall and precision in computerised searching 
could both be improvcd by the integration into the search methodology of 
on-•line thesauri and dictionaries. Technology to integrate information 
retrieval with document drafting to improve document generation is under
developed and multimedia techniques for innovative case presentation has 
not been adequately explored. Research is also needed into new methods 
of training to support lawyers in the transitìon to new technology and 
different ways of workìng. Considerable investment is required in staff 
training. Without it the capital ìnvestment in providing hard\vare infra
structure and new software will not bring adequate returns. On-the-job 
training is more effectìve than generai courses; just-in-time training, where 
the lawyer ìs given help when he asks for it, may be most effective of all 
- although extremely demanding on support staff. Without the co-operation 
and enthusiasm of lawyers and tech110logists involved the full benefits of 
rT could not be realised. 

The potential benefits of TT in iaw are many and considerab!e. The 
Whitc Paper of the American Bar Association (ABA) The Impact of Teclmo•
logy in Law to be published in September 1993 will show that use by 
lawyers of substantive software results in an improvement in net partner 
income of 10-40% in the years followìng the installation. Increased 
profitability may result from factors such as: 

• Reduction of secrctarial costs: the ratio of fawyers to secretaries in
creases to 2 to 1 or better; 

9 Retasking: computer assistance enables some legal tasks to be done 
by less experienced staff and frees fee eamers for higher level work; 

• Improved management: administrative programs previde more accu
rate task monitoring and accountability. 

However, the bìggest benefits are probably stili to be realised. Currently 
lawyers are merdy using compnters to enhancc their performance in tta·· 
ditional tasks; there has been little restruc:turing of the ìndusrry or re
thinking of the task. However, computer technology ha.s radicaliy altered 
other equally venerable institutions such as banking and publishing. In law 
the biggest rewards are likely to go to those who seize the oppornmity to 
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use IT to develop new products and services to retain their clients and 
attract new ones. These might include: 

• Better communication channels with clients includìng email, electronic 
conferencing and mechanisms to give them faster access to information 
on how their own affairs are progressìng; 

8 Packages to provide generic legal information that will help dients to 
avoid minor legal pitfalls and alert them more rapidly to possible 
major risks so that they take expert legal advice in time to preempt 
more senous consequences; 

• The productìon of innovative packages through the creative use of 
information collected as a by-product [Susskind 1993]. 
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